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This talk

• The Milky Way's outer halo: a laboratory of dark matter

• The importance of stellar chemical abundance:

• The timing and characteristics of past merger events  

• Understanding the very first step of the structure formation in the universe



How does the Milky Way Galaxy look like?

M31: Image Credit & Copyright: Jacob Bers (https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap140730.html)

M31(Andromeda galaxy)

Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017

Dominated by dark matter and its substructures



MI et al. 2013

Gaia + Wide-field imaging surveys
Sharpe+22

The density profile of stellar halo out to
∼ 300 kpc

Cohen+17, Fukushima+18, Deason+19 

Fukushima+19

The new view of the Galaxy’s stellar halo 

Gaia satellite

Subaru/HSC

Radially biased orbits of 
nearby halo stars 

Helmi+18, Belokurov+18

Helmi+18

Ultra-faint dwarf satellites and 
abundant stellar streams

Ibata+20, Naidu+20, Malhan+22 

Malhan+22 



 Next steps?

✦  The non-spherical shape, e.g., triaxial, or a more complicated structure for the dark 
matter halo (e.g., the interaction with the Large Magellanic Cloud)

✦  The timing and the mass distribution of dwarf galaxy mergers in the past 

✦  The very first stage of the structure formation, the nature of the first stars (Population 
III/Pop III stars)

Quantitative comparisons between observations vs cosmological simulations at 
different phases of Galaxy formation 

Stellar chemical abundances provide crucial information
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solar abundances of Li, Be, and B are exceptionally low when compared with their neighbors of 
lower and higher atomic numbers. Like the nuclides of lithium, those of beryllium and boron 
have low binding energies of their nuclei and are fragile in stellar interiors, and their major 
nucleosynthetic formation processes are relatively inefficient. Further, the Li abundance in the 
sun is 170-times less than in meteorites because Li is destroyed in the sun. The abundances of C, 
N, and O are high, then with increasing atomic numbers, elemental abundances drop with a 
minimum at Sc, to then steeply rise again to a maximum at Fe. After the “Fe-peak”, abundances 
drop steadily with smaller peaks at certain atomic numbers (see, e.g., Lodders & Fegley 2011 for 
detailed descriptions and references listed in Table 6.).  
 

 
 
Figure 4. Solar system abundances of the elements as a function of atomic number. 

Stellar chemical abundances as a probe of the Milky Way formation
Lodders, K. 2020, Solar Elemental Abundances Type Ia supernovaeCore-collapse supernova

The benchmark for the theories of astrophysical 
nucleosynthesis and star formation in galaxies
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“Chemical tagging” helps to associate globular clusters with past accretion events

Sky/distance distribution stellar streams from Gaia Energy vs angular momentum 

Malhan+22



Extra-tidal structures in globular clusters using the metallicity-sensitive narrow-band filter 

Membership Probabilities 
Obtained from the Gaia Proper Motion 

(In case of NGC5466)
【Results】

Using the results of MCMC, membership probability is calculated for each star.

The calculated results are shown below.

*The results are reflected as color scales in the color-magnitude and color-color diagram.
→The NGC5466-like sequences in the color-magnitude diagram are weighted.

*The spatial distribution of stars weighted by membership probability (right)
→The stream seems to be visible or not...

Probability > 0.9

HSC-NB395 analysis of a globular cluster NGC 5466 by I. Ogami (Sokendai)

Globular clusters in the  Milky Way halo 
by P. Kuzma (NAOJ/JSPS fellow), 
2018, MNRAS, 473, 2881

Chemically identified extra-tidal structure 
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How can we study the first stage of the cosmic structure formation?

Credit: NAOJ/ESO Audouze&Silk95, Freeman&Bland-Hawthorn00, Beers&Christlieb05, Frebel&Norris15

Extremely metal-poor star
 (EMP, [Fe/H] ) < − 3

A supernova of a Pop III star



Chemical enrichment by multiple first star’s supernovae
The first stars form in binaries/clusters

Clark+11, Greif+15, Hirano & Bromm+17, Susa+19, Sharda+20, 
Sugimura+20

The limitation in traditional approach
- The assumption that a single Pop III star’s supernova enriches the 
subsequent generation of stars
- Free parameters in the models (mass, explosion energy, geometry, 
fallback, mixing) 

The assumption about the mono-enrichment may bias the inference on the nature of the Pop III stars

Cosmological 
simulations predicts…

MI, Tominaga, Kobayashi, & Nomoto 2014 



Discriminating mono- vs multi-enriched metal-poor stars with machine learning

multi-enriched mock observations for training, and we generate
the same amount of mono-enriched mock observations. In all
our sets for training, cross-validation, and blind testing, the
fraction of mono- and multi-enriched samples is always 50%
each. In other words, our prior assumption is that mono- and
multi-enrichment are equally likely (see Section 4.3 for more
details).

Once we calculated the abundance ratios of our mock
observations, we applied the observational masks to mimic the
observability: for each of our 462 EMP stars, we determined
the observability masks, i.e., an array that contains the
information if a certain abundance ratio is observable. We
then applied these masks to our validation and test data. This
guaranteed that we used the same information content when
analyzing the mock observations, as it is available when we
eventually evaluate the actual EMP stars.

In this approach, we began with 13 elements, namely C, O,
Na, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Zn, which enables
the construction of 78 independent abundance ratios. We
wanted to keep the number of elements small, since the
complexity of the model scales with the number of elements
and more complex models are prone to overfitting. Therefore,
we only used elements for which we have a sufficient number
of observations for EMP stars. We also excluded Sc and Ti
because our theoretical models cannot correctly resolve the
production of these elements (Tominaga 2009; Ishigaki et al.
2018; Kobayashi et al. 2020).

While N can also provide constraints on Population III SNe,
theoretical uncertainties of N yields are large due to the
potential presence of stellar rotation (Meynet & Maeder 2002;
Hirschi 2007; Choplin 2019). Since the number of N
measurements is also small, we do not use N in this work.

Finally, to account for theoretical uncertainties, we added
random scatter to the mock observations. We introduce a
matrix of error bars for specific combinations of abundance
ratios because some of the elements share the same physical or
observational reasons for uncertainties (see Appendix A). It
should also be noted that we include observational uncertainties
at classification stage with bootstrap sampling (see below).

2.4. Ground Truth Sample

Figure 1 presents the distribution of mock observations
enriched by one (orange circles) or multiple (blue triangles)
SNe. In this example, we used [C/Mg] and [Ca/Fe] as the two
dimensions, because we show below that these are the most
informative elements for this classification purpose. In general,
mono-enriched stars span a larger area in this abundance space,
whereas multi-enriched stars are more clustered toward the
center. This makes sense because the abundance ratio of a
multi-enriched star is the weighted mean of the individual
abundance ratios of the individual SNe that contributed to the
enrichment. In other words, by combining two SN yields, the
resulting abundance ratios will never be more extreme than the
abundance ratios of any of the individual contributing SNe.
This figure also illustrates a degeneracy where the abundance
ranges are largely overlapping if only a small number of
elements are used. As a consequence of this degeneracy, mono-
enriched stars can be classified more reliably because there are
regions of the parameter space that can only be reached by the
yields of single SNe. Hence, we mostly focus on the
probabilities and fractions for mono-enrichment, as they are
more reliable.

2.5. Supervised Classification with Support Vector Machines

The basis of this approach are SVMs, a supervised machine-
learning technique that iteratively finds a hyperplane in the
feature space that optimally discriminates two classes (Cortes
& Vapnik 1995). SVMs have been applied successfully to
various astrophysical tasks (Wadadekar 2005; Huertas-Com-
pany et al. 2008; Małek et al. 2013; Marton et al. 2016). If the
data are not linearly separable (like in our case), the SVM
attempts to find an optimum by minimizing the number of
misclassifications and their distance to the decision boundary.
We show below that four dimensions are optimal for the

SVMs in this problem. Hence, the training data are points
Îxi

4 with their associated classes yi ä {−1, 1}. The
learning goal for the linear SVM is to find optimal values for w,
b, and ζ that minimize
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with ζi > 0 and the index i running over all training examples
(Chang & Lin 2011). The second equation guarantees that
every point is on the correct side of the decision boundary, or at
most ζi away from their correct margin boundary. The first
equation aims at maximizing the margin between the two
classes by minimizing ||w||. The second term minimizes the
allowed tolerance ζi with the regularization parameter, for
which we find C= 1 to be an optimal choice. The final
classification of the SVM for a new observation xi is obtained
by evaluating the sign of wTxi + b.
Instead of using the points xi directly in the linear SVM, one

can also augment the data or replace the xi with a kernel
function f(xi ). This kernel trick might enable the transforma-
tion of training data that are not linearly separable in 4D into
linearly separable data in higher dimensions. We found that
radial basis functions with a kernel width of γ= 1 are an ideal
choice for our specific classification problem.
For the training, we assumed that all abundance ratios are

observable. For the cross-validation and blind test data, we

Figure 1. Ground truth training data for EMP stars enriched by one (orange
circles) or multiple (blue triangles) SNe. Multi-enriched EMP stars are more
centrally concentrated because their yields are a weighted average of individual
SNe. Exceptions to this trend can result from theoretical uncertainties that are
added as scatter.
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The Astrophysical Journal, 946:20 (18pp), 2023 March 20 Hartwig et al.The first star’s yield models of ”mono-enriched” and ”multi-enriched” scenarios

• Non-linear boundary
• Overlap of two classes

• The use of multiple abundance ratios
• Training the model with theoretical supernova yields

Hartwig+23

Hartwig, MI, Kobayashi, Tominaga, & Nomoto, 
2023, ApJ, 946, 20

The classification by 
Support Vector Machine 
(“SVM”)

Credit:: Alisneaky, Zirguezi @Wikipedia

Tilman Hartwig (U. Tokyo 
- 2023)



The nature of mono-enriched stars based on chemical abundances of ~400 EMP stars

10 Hartwig et al.

Figure 6. Carbon vs. iron abundance of EMP stars. The colour bar shows the probability for mono-enrichment. The dashed
line at [C/Fe] = 0.7 should guide the eye to highlight the range of CEMP stars. There is a trend that most CEMP stars are
mono-enriched.

Table 1. Classification results in the carbon-
enhanced regime as a function of the [C/Fe] thresh-
old. The last column shows the fraction of all EMP
stars for which mono-enrichment and carbon en-
hancement (based on the variable threshold in the
first column) are synonym. At [C/Fe] > 1.5 all CEMP
stars are mono-enriched.

[C/Fe]corr Nmono Nmulti CEMP , mono-enriched

> 0.7 75 50 74.1%

> 0.8 73 35 77.6%

> 0.9 74 24 80.0%

> 1.0 70 16 80.9%

> 1.1 66 9 81.6%

> 1.2 61 6 81.1%

> 1.3 56 5 80.2%

> 1.4 52 2 80.0%

> 1.5 49 0 79.9%

The fraction of mono-enriched stars increases734

with [C/Fe]. The last column shows the fraction735

of all EMP stars for which carbon-enhancement736

is a consequence of being mono-enriched and737

mono-enrichment is a consequence of being car-738

bon enhanced. I.e., the missing stars to 100%739

are those that are either mono-enriched but not740

carbon enhanced, or that are carbon enhanced741

but not mono-enriched. This fraction is highest742

around [C/Fe] ⇠ 1.1. It declines at higher [C/Fe]743

because there are too many mono-enriched stars,744

which are not classified as carbon enhanced any745

more due to the higher threshold. Phrased dif-746

ferently, if we want to define a physics-informed747

threshold for CEMP stars based on the ability748

to discriminate mono- from multi-enriched EMP749

stars, the best threshold would be around [C/Fe]750

⇠ 1.1.751

The classification of EMP stars and their dis-752

tribution on the [C/H]-[Fe/H] is a↵ected by the753

carbon corrections. Therefore, we also provide a754

version of this figure without the carbon correc-755

tions in App. B.756

3.2. Most metal-poor stars757

In Tab. 2, we show the classification of the most iron-758

poor stars in our sample. It will be interesting to model759760

their exact formation scenarios based on the number of761

enriching SNe in future works. However, one has to be762

Hartwig+23 

[C/Fe] = 0.7

• Carbon-enriched ([C/Fe] ）stars：more likely classified as mono-enriched stars> 0.7

Yoon+16 

More realistic yield models + statistical sample of extremely metal-poor stars  ➡ 
Improve the classification accuracy

• The fraction of mono-enriched stars（ ）：pmono > 0.5 31.8% ± 2.3 %



The Milky Way’s outer halo with Subaru/PFS

4 Sharpe et al.

Figure 1. Composite Milky Way stellar halo, displayed in the XY plane. Each accreted dwarf galaxy is shown in color as

its own panel and in the large, composite panel. The four panels directly to the right of the large composite plot are those

selected from BJ05. In the large panel, point size and opacity are roughly scaled to the power 3/4 and 1/3 of mass per particle,

respectively, with slight scaling variations for visual clarity.

⊙

Previous surveys
( kpc)≲ 15

Sun

Sharpe+22 What has been overlooked in previous 
surveys?

Tidal streams from recent accretion events

Debris of a dwarf galaxy that has large orbital 
angular momentum

Faintest satellite galaxies (the candidates of the 
first galaxy)

8m Subaru Telescope

2400 fibers over 1.3 
deg2 

Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)

PFS-GA survey( kpc)≳ 20
• radial velocity
• chemical abundance

d⊙ = 50 kpc

PFS limit ( )r ∼ 22.5
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Summary

• The Milky Way's outer halo: a laboratory of dark matter

• The importance of stellar chemical abundances:

• The timing and characteristics of past merger events: 

• Subaru/HSC search for extra-tidal structures of the outer halo globular 
clusters ➡ associate each cluster with a past dwarf-galaxy accretion 
event  

• Understanding the very first step of the structure formation in the universe

• The machine learning algorithm can classify EMP stars into mono- or 
multi-enriched stars by the Pop III star’s supernovae

• Subaru/PFS survey (~2025) provides new insights into the formation of the 
Milky Way to test the nature of dark matter

Membership Probabilities 
Obtained from the Gaia Proper Motion 

(In case of NGC5466)
【Results】

Using the results of MCMC, membership probability is calculated for each star.

The calculated results are shown below.

*The results are reflected as color scales in the color-magnitude and color-color diagram.
→The NGC5466-like sequences in the color-magnitude diagram are weighted.

*The spatial distribution of stars weighted by membership probability (right)
→The stream seems to be visible or not...

Probability > 0.9

Ogami, MI+24 in prep
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Figure 6. Carbon vs. iron abundance of EMP stars. The colour bar shows the probability for mono-enrichment. The dashed
line at [C/Fe] = 0.7 should guide the eye to highlight the range of CEMP stars. There is a trend that most CEMP stars are
mono-enriched.

Table 1. Classification results in the carbon-
enhanced regime as a function of the [C/Fe] thresh-
old. The last column shows the fraction of all EMP
stars for which mono-enrichment and carbon en-
hancement (based on the variable threshold in the
first column) are synonym. At [C/Fe] > 1.5 all CEMP
stars are mono-enriched.
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Hartwig, MI+23

Subaru/PFS


